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MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY IN DYSPROSIUM SINGLE CRYSTALS':~ 
Terry Ting Jew and S. Legvold 
ABSTRACT 
Two single crystals were grown by using the strain-anneal technique. 
Three rectangular parallelepiped samples were cut from these crystals 
with the long dimension directed along one of the hexagonal axes. These 
are designated as the <1120> a-axis, the <1 OTO> b-axis, and the <0001 > 
c-axis. 
Magnetic measurements were made on the a-axis and the b-axis 
samples with the field up to 18 kilo-oersteds applied along the long di-
mension of the samples at temperatures from 4. 2° to about 330° K. The 
a-axis was found to be the direction of easy magnetization while the c-
axis is very hard magnetically. Magnetic anisotropy was observed in 
the magnetization curves below 110° K and above 110° K it gradually dis-
appeared. In a plot of magnetic moment versus temperature a Neel 
temperature was observed at 178. 3° K. This is to be compared with the 
value of 178. 5°K reported by Behrendt et al. (25). The saturation mo-
ment, a oo 0 obtained by an extrapolationonhe data was 355. 1±2 cgs 
units/ gm'by a T2 plot. This is to be compared with the theoretical value 
of 343. 8 cgs units/ gm. The value of the Curie constant, Cg, in equation 
2. 6 is obtained from the slope of the 1 versus temperature plot. This 
gives a value of 10. 83 Bohr magneto~for the l..Leff· The theoretical value 
of !Jeff is given by the equation 
[ 1/2 1-Lef£ = g J(J+l)] 
The ground state of dysprosium is 6H 15;,. 2 resulting in values of g = 4/3 
and J = 15/2. One obtains Ueff = 10. 65 ffohr magneton. 
Electrical resistivity measurements were made on the b-axis and 
c-axis samples. Both the c-axis and b-axis resistivity curves exhibit 
an abrupt change in slope at 88. 4° K, which indicates the ferromagnetic-
antiferromagnetic transition temperature. A Neel temperature of 
179. 6±1 o K was found from the change of slope of the b-axis resistivity 
curve. Above the Neel point the plots of resistivity versus temperature 
are essentially linear. It is to be noticed that the really significant re-
sistivity anisotropy takes place in the paramagnetic region and near the 
Neel point. 
':~This report is based on an M.S. thesis submitted by Terry Ting Jew, 
February, 1963, to Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Ferromagnetics are qualitatively distinguished magnetically 
from other substances by the fact they may acquire a relatively 
high magnetization in weak external fields. They also exhibit a 
very wide range of phenomena which have been extensively in-
vestigated not only because of their intrinsic scientific interest, but 
also because of their technological importance. 
Dysprosium is one of the ferromagnetics and is a member 
of the rare earths which is the group of elements with atomic 
number from 58 to 71; they are commonly called the rare earth 
metals. The interesting properties of the rare earth metals are 
a result of their peculiar electronic structure. The electronic 
shells through the 4d are filled, while the 4f and 5d shells are partly 
filled. The 5d and 6s electrons are the conduction electrons, while 
the filled 5s and 5p shells serve as a screen for the 4f electrons. 
It is generally believed that the 4f electrons on neighboring atoms 
interact by way of the conduction electrons and that this interaction 
is the major source of their magnetism. 
A summary of previous work on rare earth polycrystalline 
materials has been given by Spedding et al. (1). The present 
investigation has been to extend the same program of research 
2 
to single crystals or dysprosium metal. The study consisted 
of measuring the magnetic moment as a function of temperature 
end magnetic field and ot measuring the electrical resistiv-
ity es a function ot temperature. 
Trombe (2) found dysprosium to be ferromagnetic below 
ao°K and ant1ferromagnetic between 85° and 179°K. He also 
reported 1t has an anomalous peak in magnetic susceptibility 
nee.r 179°K. In a more recent paper, Trombe (3) summe.rized the 
magnetic properties ot metallic dysprosium. He reports that 
the element is paramagnetic between 177° and 730°K with a 
paramagnetic Curie tempers ture ot 167°K and a paramagnetic mag-
netic moment per atom of approximately 10. 64 Bohr magnetons. From the 
slope of the 1/X vs temperature plot he also finds that it 
follows a Curie-vJeiss law from 250° to 750°K end th~t the 
tempers.ture of the terromagnetic-antiterromagnetic transition 
is strongly field dependent. 
Elliott et ~· (4} have confirmed Trombe'a work and 
extended the measurements to higher fields and lower temper-
T , • 0 atures. hey report the ~eel temperature to be 1?6 K for zero ~ 
applied field and find the temperature for the antiferromag-
netic to ferromagnetic transition to be 92°K in a field of 
1200 oersteds. It was concluded that antiferromagnetic 
behavior may not exist a.t all F~. t high fields. 
Griffel et Al· (5) measured the specific heat as a func-
tion of tempere.ture for dysprosium. They report thet the 
specific heat shows two peaks, one at 83.&°K and the other at 
174°K with the latter one being much larger indicating that 
174°K is the ordering temperature. 
In 1966 Behrendt~· ~. (7, 8) investigated the magnetic 
properties or dysprosium single crystals. Measurements were 
made on spherical samples with the applied rield along · the 
three hexagonal axe .s; these are the(ll'2o> a-axis,<lOlO)b-axia 
I 
I 
and (0001) o-axis. The measurements were made at tempera-
o 0 tures ranging trom 1.4 to 300 K. They revealed that 
magnetic anisotropy exists at all temperatures and the.t below 
ll0°K anisotropy is observed in the basal plane. They also 
report the Neel temperature to be 178.5°K and the terrome.g-
netic Curie temperature to be 86°K. From the rerromagnetic 
date., they find e. saturation moment or 350.5 ega units per 
gram which corresponds to sn effective magnetic moment per 
a tom of 1 o. 2 Bohr magnetona. 
Legvold et al. (9) measured the electrical resistivity 
ot polycrystalline dysprosium trom 1.4° to 300°K. In e plot 
ot resistivity vs temperature they round a sharp increPee 1n 
resistivity with increasing temperature at 73°K and an a.brupt 
. 0 
change in the slope et about 156 K. 
Colvin !! !!· (10) also have examined the electrical 
resistivity of dysprosium metal. They reported a. change 1n 
the slope or the resistivity vs temperature plot at 90°K and 
0 
a peak at 174 K. 
4 
Hall et al. (11) have measured the electrical resistivity 
of dysprosium single crystals in the temperature range from 
1. 4° to 400° K. These measurements were made with current 
flowing at an angle of 18. 2 degrees with respect to <0001> c-axis. 
They reported that the Curie temperature and N eel temperature 
were 89° K and 175° K respectively. 
II· BASIC CONCEPTS AND EQUATIONS 
A. Magnetic ~eaaurements 
When a substance is placed in a magnetic field H, a mag-
netic moment per gram, erg, is induced in the substance. The 
relationship between g and H is given by 
where H is the magnetic field intensity and Xg is the magnetic sus-
ceptibility per gram. In general Xg is a tensor quantity 
but if ~g is measured alor~ the direction of H, Xg is e 
scalar quantity. An extendedtheoryofmegnetism has been given 
by Van Vleck (12). 
Equation 2.1 is a general description or all magnetic 
substances. For diamagnetic substances Xg is negative, small 
and nearly temperature independent. All e.toms or lone hevlng 
closed electronic shells posF.Jeee diamagnetic contributions to 
their total susceptibility according to Dekker (13). For 
ferromagnetic substances in which e.ll the magnetic dipoles 
are in parallel alignment, Xg is large e.nd is tield end tem-
perature dependent. For antiferrome.gnetic substances in which 
all the dipoles are in antiparallel alignment, Xg exhibits a 
~aximum value at a temperature celled the Neel temperature. 
For paramagnetic substances Xg is small and positive. 
( 
1'here are two kinds of paramagnetism. Weak pPremegnetism 
arises from the conduction electrons in a solid metPl or from 
8 
valence electrons in a compound. Each electron, due to its 
spin, possesses an intrinsic magnetic moment or one Bohr meg-
neton, p. s, which is defined as 
u eh 
..,... B • , 
.41T me 
( 2.2) 
where e is the electronic oharg.e, m is the electronic mass. 
c is the velocity of light and h. 1s Planck's constant. · Strong 
pe.re.magnetisiU is caused by permanent magnetic moments or 
individual atoms or ions. This class or substances obeys 
c 
the Curie law Xg • ~· or the Curie-Weiss law, Xg c -~. 
where Cg is the Curie constant per gr~m, T is the ~bsolute 
temperature and Q is the pe.remagnetio Curie temperature. 
According to the classical theory or Langevin (14), for 
a paramagnetic substance containing N0 atoms per gr~m atomic 
weight eaoh with a dipole moment JAA 
~mol • No .A.AAL(x) , (2.3) 
jJ. AH 
where x • '"K'i'' N0 is Avogadro's number, K is Boltzmann's 
constant and L(x) • ooth(x) - 1 is the· Langevin's function. 
X 
When MAH<<KT, as it is in pFramagnetio materials, 
Hence 
N0 J).~H 
<r mol • T 3K 
2 
No .AAA Cmol 
Xmol • 3KT • ---rr- . 
The erteotive number or Bohr megnetons per B.tom, M err is 
I 
7 
J)A detined by . JAett • -· Using equations 2·2 and 2· 5 the P.g 
following equation is obtained 
1/2 
• ( 3KXmolT) JAetf 2 
No JAa 
• 2.83 /Cmol • ( 2.6) 
According to the quantum theory ot paramagnetism, permanent 
magnetic moments of atoms or ions are due to the existence 
of a non-zero value of the total an'gular mome~tum, J, which 
i 
1s a combination of the total orbital angular momentum L and 
the total spin S of the elec trona of the atoms. The pPra-
magnetic molar sueceptibili ty is (see Dekker ( 1·3, p. 455)) 
y_ • No}.(~ g2 J(J+l) • 
·'Ulol 3KT 
Using the theory of a •molecular field 1 proposed by 
Weiss (15}, we find that the actual field etteotive in 
orienting the dipole moll!ents or the substance is 
H :a H8 + ~ M • ( 2.8) 
Ha 1s the applied field, M is the magnetization and .>.. is 
the molecular field constant. 
~hen a substance having N atoms per unit volume 
is placed in a magnetic field H the magnetization, according 
to statistical mechanics, is given b,y 
( 2.9) 
gJ JJ. sH 
where x • kT and g is the Lande g tactor, 
8 
g • l + J ( J + 1 ) { S ( S.l) - L( Lt-1) 2J J+l) 
BJ is the Brillouin !unction defined by 
BJ(X) • · ~ coth ( 2J;])x - tJ-, coth if 
(2.10) 
( 2.11) 
As T ...- 0, x ~CD , and BJ ~ 1. For high fields and low tem-
peratures in ferromagnetic substances, the saturation moment is 
JAA • g PB J ( 2.12) 
or 
Nett • ei], the number of Bohr magnetons per atom! 2.13) 
B. Electrical Resistivity Measurements 
In considering the electrical resistivity or a metal it 
has been shown by Jones (16), Houston (17) and others that a 
perfect metal crystal lattice with no impurities, no strains, 
no dislocations, no motion (other than zero point motion} of 
the atoms from their equilibrium positions, will permit elec-
trons to move through the lattice without disturbances. In 
this case the resistivity of the metal is zero. The existence 
ot resistivity only becomes apparent when we take into account 
the irregula.ri ties in the lattice structure. The moAt im-
portant factor in contributing to these irregularities is 
usually the thermal motion of the metallic ions, but strain, 
displaced atoms, impurities, etc. play a part which is 
especially important at low temperatures. At sufficiently 
9 
low temperature•, where the reeiativitJ due to thermal vibra-
tion ot the lattice diminishes, the reeistivitJ becomes tem-
perature independent~ This "residual resistivity" is due to 
the impurities etc., and therefore is characteristic ot the 
sample. 
According to Matthiessen•s rule, the total resistivity, 
f, of a metsl containing a small : amount or impurities can 
be written as a sum or two components, 
f • f o + f ( T) • 
P 0 is the "residual resistivity 11 which is temperature inde-
pendent; ~(T) is the temperature dependent ·part of the 
resistivity. It arises from lattice vibrations (phonon 
scattering) and from the scattering or the conduction elec-
trons bf the spin waves or the permanent magnetic moments or 
the atoms (magnon scattering) • It is assumed that the magnon 
contribution to the resistivitJ is small tor most metals 
(18, 19, 20) and that the maJor contribution to /'(T) is due 
to the thermal vibration ot the le.ttice through phonon-elec-
tron interactions. The formula which expresses the tempera-
ture dependence or the phonon resistivity was developed semi-
empirically by Gr~neisen (21}. A development ot the theory 
is also given by Wilson ( 22). The formula is given as 
g 
'T 
f ph( T) • A(~) 6 f . x5 dx • A(~) 5 F(~) ' ( 2·14) 
o (eX-1)(1-e-x) 
where A is a constant which depends on the metal being 
10 
considered and T is the absolute temperature. The use ot 
the Debye temperature, ;, trom speoit1o heat meRsurements 
yields reasonably good results. The low and high tempera-
ture approximations t'or the above integre.l may be obtained 
as follows: 
for ¥ << 1 
g 
F(~) • f 'T ' 5 \ ( XJ - .L + • . • ) d.X 12 
0 
• !(~)4 - ~(~)6 + ••• 
4 ~it¥) ; 
hence, 
r ph< T>h1gh fl( ' : 
for~>) 1 
F g T' .• 6 
• 124.4 
hence f ph ( T) 10w .C. T6. 
(2.15) 
( 2.16) 
( 2 .17) 
( 2.18) 
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III. EXPERI)'!ENTAL PROCEDURE 
A. Sample Preparation 
A button ot pure dysprosium metal was produced at this 
laboratory using techniques previously reported (23, 24). 
Single crystals were grown oy mesne of a strain-anneal tech-
nique previously_ described oy Hall _!! !l· ( 11). The turneoe 
' in which the single crystals were grown hag been described 
by Behrendt (25). The metal button was annealed in an P-rgon 
atmosphere with pressure approximately 760 mm Hg and at a 
0 temperature of 1300 c. This resulted in two crystals of 
diu.ensions about 5xl0xl3 mm. 
The orientation of these crystals was determined by using 
the Laue beck-reflection x-ray techniques. Two parallelepiped 
samples were out from the orysta.ls with the long dii!.eneion 
directed along one ot the hexagonal axes. These nre desig-
nated as <lOlO) b-axis and (0001) a-axis. The third sample, 
which is a (1120) b-axis sample, was out from a different 
crystal grown subsequently. These samples were rough cut by 
a spark cutting apparatus and polished to final shepe with 
emery papers. The dimensions and masses of the finished 
samples were: 
s-axis 
b-sxis 
c-axis 
123.10 mg, 10.23xl.055xl.335 mm; 
119 . 14 mg, 10.72xl.233xl.055 mm; 
1.150xl.315 mm. 
The spectrographic analysis or the portion of the arc-
12 
mel ted but.ton 1n which the b-axil . and the c-axil cryste.lfl were 
out showed: X < 100 parte per million: Er < 100 ppm: Ho < 500 
pp; Tb < 1000 ppm; Gd < 100 ppm; Ca ( 300 ppm; Cr < 20 ppm; 
Fe < 200 ppm; 8i < 50 ppm; Mg <. 50 ppm: and Ta < 50 ppm. 
Pieces or crystal next to _the e.~axis sample showed the fol-
lowing impurities: Y < 50 ppm; Er < 100 ppm; Ho < 100 ppm; 
Tb < 1000 ppm; Gd <. 100 ppm; Ce. < 300 ppm; Cr < 80 ppm;' 
I 
Fe < 200 ppm; 8i ( 100 ppm; Mg ( 50 ppm; T& < 400 ppm. 
B. Magnetic Meaaurementfl 
The electromagnet used in th1s invet~~t1gation is the 
20 KW Weiss-type designed by Elliott (26). The applied field 
varied from 0 to 18000 oersteds while the uniform vertical 
field gradient varied from 0 to ·550 oersteds/om. The heet 
leaK chamber system used tor maintaining a oonstant tempera-
ture was the same as that used by previous investig~tors (25, 
~7) and it hes been described by Anderson J1 !!· (28). 
'l'he cryogenic apparatus was designed end constructed by 
Strandburg (29) and the details or the entire assembly 8re 
shown in Figures 1 and 2· 
.lw'.agnetic measurements were made bJ using a ste.ndard 
version or the Faredey method. A sample having a mesfl m was 
placed in a uniform vertical field gradient ~· The rela-
tionship between the magnetic force, F, exerted on the eemple 
and the dipole moment per gram, ~ 8, induced in the sample 
13 
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Figure 1. Cryogenic system for magnetic measurements. 
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maJ be expressed as 
F w as measure d using a Voland 11 speedigram11 analytical balance so that 
F • A lolg. 
The internal field or the sample is dependent upor. the 
I 
I . 
density and shape or the sample end can be \calculatec. from 
H a Hext - NM • Hext - N ~H,T d 
where . Hext is the applied magnetic tield, d is the dene.i ty 
of the sample and N is the demagnetizing factor. The value 
ot N :f'or the samples under ~nvestigetion was obtained from 
values given by Bozarth {30). 
c. Electrical Resistivity Measurements 
The cryostat in which the electrioe.l resistivity mef.l_sure-
wents were made has been described by R. Colvin (31). Tem-
peratures were measured with a oopper-conetanten thermocouple 
and con trolled by the automatic temperature contra ller which 
is the same as used in the magnetic measurements. The thermo-
couple was calibrated at ea~h series or measurements at l1qu1d 
helium temperature. Liquid helium was used to obtain tem-
o 0 peratures from 1.3 K to about 70 K and liquid nitrogen was 
0 used to cover the temperature renge from 70 to room tempera-
ture. .IJ!easuremen ts were made on the same c-ax is sample and 
16 
b-axis sample which had been used ·tor magnetic measurements. 
Figure ,3 shows the oro sa sections ot the sample holder. 
The potential probes consisted or small razor blades soldered 
to brass screws which were mounted in a red tiber strip· The 
sharp edges or the blades gave sharp contact lines for the 
potential measurement. The current, I, was measured by 
measuring the potential drop acro1ss a standard resistor 
I placed in series with the sample. The etreots or thermal 
emfs (caused by local he~ting at points of contact resistance) 
were cancelled since we measured the voltage drop e.cross the 
sample with the current passing in one direction and then 
with the current passing in the opposite direction. The 
resist1vity · was then computed using 
f VF + VR A 
• 21 1 ( 3 ·2) 
where VF end Va are the potentials measured 1n the two direc-
tions, A is the cross-sectionel erea or the sample, and I 
is the ettective length or the sample or the distance between 
the sharp lines on the sample marked by the potential probe 
razor blades. 
.....,. .... -::l ~ ,.. ~ 
TRANSVERSE CROSS 
SECTION 
LONGITUDINAL CROSS 
SECTION 
RED FIBER 
SUPPORT 
' '-, 
WIRE 
Figure 3. Sample holder for the electrical resistivity measurements . 
B - Band which held potential contacts to sample 
C - Current contacts 
P - Potential contacts 
T. C. - Copper-constantan thermocoupl.e 
...... 
-J 
.• · 
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IV. RESULTS 
A· Magnetic Measurements 
The a-axis is the d-irection ot easy magnetization tor 
dysprOsium while the o-axis is very hard magnetically. Meas-
ureruents were made with the sample positioned so that the 
a-axis was horizontally parallel to the fiel d . No t u r n-
ing of the sample was observed at any field. Isothermal 
measurements ot magnetic moments were made as A function or 
magnetic field at temperatures 4.2° to 330°K. To eliminate 
hysteresis effects the field was always increased. between 
field settings. Also tor all data taken below the Neel 
temperature the sample was annealed (warmed above 200°K) 
between isothermal runs. 
Figure 4 shows a plot or · magnetic moment per gram versus 
magnetic field in_ the paramagnetic temperature range. Aniso-
tropy in the basal plane .vanishes above 110°K, and above the 
Neel temperature the magnetic moment is a linear tunction or 
the magnetic field. From the slope ot iva. temperature plot 
(Figure 5) and from equation 2·6 the ertective number of mag-
netons per e. tom can be round. W1 th the be.sal plane hori-
zontally parallel to the external magnetic field, a value 
or )Aeff • 10.83 Bohr magnetona is obtained. This is to be 
con..pared w1 th the theoretical vs.lue ot 10.63 magnetons 
\-
2 4 6 8 
He (KILO- OERSTED) 
Figure 4. Isotherms in the paramagnetic range for the a-axis and 
b-axis crystals from 180° to 330°K. 
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Figure 5. Plot of 1 as a function of temperature for the a- and b-axis crystal. 
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N 
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calculated tor tr1pos1t1Ye dysprosium ions. 
The terromagnetic and antiterromagnet1c data are pre-
sented as isotherms in Figures 6, 7 end e. Figure 6 shows 
the behavior or the magnetic moment near the Neel point tor 
the b-axis crystal. Figures 7 and 8 are isotherms from 77' 
to l50°K tor the b- and a-axis crystals respectively. 
Attempts were made to observe the 'knee" in the magnetic 
moment below ll0°K as reported by Strandburg 1(29) in his work 
on holmium single crystals but no such knees were round ror 
dysprosium. The isotherms for the a-axis crystal are shown 
in Figure a. The magnetic moment per gram or the a-axis 
crystal (H pe.rallel to the a-axis) as a function or tempere.-
ture is shown in Figures 9 and 10 tor several constant mag-
netic fields. A Neel point is observed tor dysprosium at 
178. 3.:t.. 5°K in zero field. The figures also show the field-dependent 
nature ot the N~el point. 
Figure 11 shows several plots or magnetic moment versus 
~ at low .temperatures tor the a-exis crystal. The extrapola.-
tion to k • 0 gi vee the saturation moment ,- e», T, which is 
plotted against T2 in Figure 12 (it has been shown by 
Behrendt A!!!· that dysprosium follows a T2 rather than 
T3/2 plot) to obtain the absolute saturation moment, 
~~ 0 • 355.1~2· units per gram, which corresponds to an 
• 
effective magnetic moment per atom ot 10.33 Bohr magnetons. 
A theoretical determination or the saturation moment is 
3oo~~~r-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-r-.-~ 
• 
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Figure 6. Isotherms for the b-axis crystal near the N~el point. 
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Figure 7. Isotherms for the b-axis crystal from 77° to 150°K. 
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Figure 8. Isotherms for the a-axis crystal from 77° to 150°K. 
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Figure 9. Isofield plots for the a-axis crystal. 
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Figure 10. An extended plot of the isofield curvEJS for the a-axis 
crystal in the neighborhood of the Neel point. 
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N = gJ = 10 Bohr magnetons. A tabulation of the magnetic data is 
eff 
found at the end of this report . 
B. Electrical Resistivity Measurements 
f!easurements or th• eleotrioel resistivity ot the b e.nd 
o-axis crystals 'were made trom 4.2°K to approximately 300°K. 
The results, with the residual resistivity aubtreoted, Rre 
plotted as I- free versus tempe,ratures in Figure lJ. For 
the c-axis crystal free is found to be 5.62 pohm-cm while 
the free of the b-axis crystal is s.so pohm-cm. 
A change in slope of the f versus T curve occurred et 
about 1?9.6°K which indicates the Neel point as shown in 
Figure 14. From Figure 13 a value of 78.4°K is obtained 
for the ferrowagnetic-antiferromagnetic transition tempera-
ture. 
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Figure 13. p- p versus T for the c- and b-axis crystals. 
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VI. APPENDIX 
Tabulation ot the Magnetic Data 
Table 1. Experimental data ror the a-axis oryetal 
H cr H o- H o-
4 r·OK 
.;;; 15°K 25°K 
5.363 344.31 5.362 344.92 5.~63 .'344 .42 
6 • . 36G 345.00 6.'362 345.05 . 6.362 344.94 
?.360 .345.95 ?.360 345.?6 ? • . ~60 -~45. ?~ 
8 • .358 .)46. 8? e. 359 346.46 8.359 ~46.18 
9.356 34?.55 9 • . 358 34?.30 9 •. ~59 346. ?2 
10.356 .348.18 10.:557 -~4?. 62 10 ·-~58 )4?. 21 
11.355 -348.64 11.-3 56 ·348.14 11. 35? 34?. ?3 
1i.:. •. 354 349.0? 1~·35~ .348. 55 12 • . 356 348.00 
1;5. 353 .349.44 1·3. 354 349 . :~o 13 .:~55 :348. ~6 
14.353 :349.80 14.363 .)49. 55 14. -355 34£.~.66 
15 o·3b~ .350.0? 15 .. 35'3 .349.89 15-355 ."549.6? 
16 •. )51 350.36 16 •. 352 :}49.98 16.354 348.81 
1 ? • . H)Q 350. 58 1 ? • . 351 -350.10 1?.35-"5 ~49.06 
36°K 45°K ?rfK 
5.-3?0 340.?2 5.3?? 337.14 -019 206.19 
6. :)69 .341. G6 6 •. 3?5 :33?.69 .110 210.96 
?.36? -341.9? ?. 3?4 "S ~8. :c:;."5 .202 215.16 
8 • . 36? 34;;;;.&:,? 8.3?2 33n.96 .'i:;9? 218.06 
9.:.366 343.0~ 9.3?1 -339.48 • 393 [20.12 
10. 3 c~ b 34.3. 60 10. 3?0 339. ?4 • 584 f:t::4. b9 
11.364 .)44.18 11. :5?0 340.i.:.5 • 6f3l c25 .4 3 
1;;;. 36.3 344. 5? 12.?69 340.6) .??6 GG9 .O? 
1~.36;..:. 344. ?9 1-3. ?68 '541.06 .8?~ 231.05 
14 • .)61 -345. G·5 14.?6? 341. 38 .968 2 )3. 51 
15. -351 '345.39 15. ?65 '341.63 1.064 2-35.91 
lo • ..SCO 345.54 16. ?65 341.?2 1-298 244.40 
1? • ..56u -345.?~ 1?.?65 341.80 1. 515 2f3.22 
1.96:5 f;00.1? 
2.445 300.02 
·5 .4 )G )'_1 ?. 2~~ 
5.4!20 'H 3. "SO 
36 
Table 1. (Continued) 
'.t Io cr H H 
90°K 100°K 110°K 
-
.48? 6.913 .49 4.10 .495 2.916 
.b?? 12.3?? 0 ?4 6.47 .990 5.407 
.662 20.756 .99 6.94 1.485 ?.948 
.689 ,3 .3 ·1·10 1.09 7.58 1.980 10.670 
.691 58.734 1. ~ .J 8.53 2.475 1 '3 0 549 
.69G 85.189 1. ·'S ·J 9.20 2.721 15.?48 
• 684 116.5? 1.48 10 • . 39 )2.954 24.?~2 
.648 163.24 1.58 11 • .'31 3.014 46o 71 6 
o653 18?.80 1.?? 14.46 3o020 70.081 
.6?9 t;00.47 1.86 20.54 3.0 Li 1 80o692 
. 715 · ~os.34 1 0•) lVI.. 44.74 ·'3. 064 100.42 
.750 ~16.86 1.9.J 65.16 :~ o076 1 ;::;1.01 
.8;::;6 ~28.98 1. 9·'5 89.76 '5. os~: 141.6.3 
1. 0·39 ~4S.16 1.94 114o72 .).098 1C '5 o04 
1o ;:;;58 :C66.05 l. 9.3 14) .4? 1.118 1 ? :? o6<:. 
1o48? ~??.45 1.94 169. 33 .) .1.3? 196.17 
1.966 ~88.69 1o94 195o 30 3o168 G06 o18 
1::;.456 ;:,~4 o·36 1.96 L13o24 ,3. 203 214.80 
.3.446 ;6 ~: 9 0 5i:;. 1.99 222o0? 3.241 ~20o81 
5.4:36 .30bo 0 3 2o06 1;;}5.14 3.282 226.23 
8 o41;;9 308.55 ~o15 241.')1 3. 32'3 230.6 ~ 
11.41::;7 .)09. 93 ~.28 G54.03 3.167 234.18 
14 0 4;::;5 ·310 o9l:: 2.51 GG3o68 '3o455 G40.G? 
16·4~4. 311. :3? .) .48 282.69 3. 545 2-15.71 
17 o4~ .) 311o64 4.46 289.g6 .).778 255o'31 
5o46 29 3. 41 4.017 261.17 
8.46 .)00. '31 4. 502 269 . !::,6 
11.44 300. 5? 5o486 277.8~ 
14.44 301.84 8.468 287.40 
17o44 .}02. 55 11.463 890.03 
14.462 ~91.16 
17.460 292.20 
37 
'rs.b1e 1. (Continued) 
H cr H cr H () 
120°K 130°K 140°K 
.990 5.120 .993 3.828 .993 3.588 
1.98.3 9.324 1.986 7.589 1.987 6.932 
1.478 11.428 2.979 11.242 . 2.981 10.095 
2.975 13,670 3.972 15.222 3.975 13.525 
:s. 470 15.977 4.964 19.507 4.969 16.9?7 
3.718 1 ?. -3~3 5.45? 23.250 6.962 20.718 
3.965 19.157 5.694 30.464 6.458 22.572 
4.:c;Ob 24.590 6.780 37.815 6.952 26.062 
4.~50 26.891 s .as:~ 52.493 ?.193 30.995 
4. 3.33 36o1G3 5.880 :5.208 7.3-"30 .38.140 
4.366 . 45.588 5 .. ~04· '/G. ?-±6 ';' .4 09 49 • . 382 
4.391 58.828 5.929 92.539 ? • 4'/.3 68.?82 
4.416 72.~14 . 5.954 106.18 ?.52? 9.3. 720 
4 .4.38 8?.68? 5.968 126.61 7.5?3 122.48 
4.460 102.4? 5.98? 142.37 7-621 150.78 
4.466 127 ·26 6.140 195.05 7.594 165.26 
4.481 145.27 6.582 225.04 ?.910 183. ?.3 
4.494 165.5? ?.546 245.53 8.141 194.01 
4.516 180.63 8.5:31 25.3. 6? 8.615 20?.96 
4.4b2 19:3.80 11.518 260.65 9. 585 224.09 
4.5?? 201.73 14.510 264.52 11.556 2-'39. ?9 
4. 61·3 209.02 14.544 246.43 
4·8'=..5 '=..~9. 78 1 ?. 538 249.55 
5.056 239.92 
b. 53 .') '=..52 .40 
6. 512 26·3. ?i; 
8.49? 271.99 
11.487 27?.21 
14.483 '?9.17 
17.481 G£0.48 
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Table l. (Continued) 
H H H 
.50°K 200°K 225°K 
.994 3.449 .995 2·823 .907 1.579 
1.988 6 .:sse 1.991 5.052 1.994 3.217 
2.98~ 9.455 2.986 ?.356 2.992 4.313 
3.9?? lt:;.561 3o98G 9 .??8 3.989 5.?65 
4.9?1 15.686 4 .9?8 12.14? 4.98? ?.299 
5.965 19 .0?0 5.9?1 14.560 5. •)84 B. ?48 
6.959 ~2.408 6.969 16.894 6.981 10.186 
?.9b2 26.050 ?.965 19 •. "502 ?.9?9 11.625 
8.446 29.!"::;39 8.960 21.?09 8.9?6 1) .099 
8.689 3.3.141 9. Q bG ;_ .149 9.9?1 14. 58? 
8.91? 44.601 10.951 26.560 10.9?0 16.065 
9.060 ?5.??? 11.946 28.9?6 11.968 1?.512 
9.114 100.41 1~.943 31.3.33 12.965 18.99? 
9.166 1;c6.1.3 l :S.938 1.3.? 54 11.962 20.466 
9.G3~ 144. ?.) 14.9 S3 )6 .196 14.960 21.956 
9 • . H6 15-~. 53 15.959 ~8. 551 15.956 ~3 .9?5 
9.40j 1b9. 3{) 16. 9t;:;4 40.882 16.954 1:;4.868 
9.40? 163.65 1 ?.9,0 4."3. 249 1?.951 2!:: •. 342 
9.685 1?1.14 
10.162 18~;::.5? 
10.649 169.91 
11.6 ~0 199.96 
1:3.604 21-3 .eo 
15.589 222.41 I 
1?.b80 226 •. 32 
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Table l. (Continued) 
H H H 
250oK 275°K 300°K 
.998 1.053 .999 .861 .999 .719 
1.997 ~-130 1.997 1.699 1-998 1-450 
2-995 ,3.127 2-996 2-234 2.997 2.070 
,3. 99 3 4.157 3.994 .3. 215 3.995 2.761 
4 .·ago .5. 237 4.993 '3.990 
"' 
4 .• 996 :3.406 
5.988 6.246 5.992 4.775 5.993 4.076 
6.987 7.265 6.990 5. 596 6.991 4. 748 
7.985 8.~87 7.988 6.405 7.990 5.447 
9.981 10.404 8.987 7.f:15 8.989 6.139 
10.979 11.461 9.985 8.0~6 9.987 6.821 
10.977 1Ge450 10.984 8.8.32 10.986 7.510 
12.975 1·3. 529 11.982 9.637 11.985 8.189 
1·3 .97.) 14.575 12.981 10.415 12.985 8.871 
14.971 15.646 1·3 .980 11.~46 13.982 9.540 
15.969 16.688 14.978 12.077 14.981 10.232 
16.967 17.694 15.976 1t:-.874 15.980 10.899 
17.965 18.74.3 16.974 1.3 0 661 16.9?9 11.566 
17.972 14.466 17.978 12.254 
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Table 2· Experimental dR.ta for the b-ax1e oryste.l 
H 
4-2°K 
5.4~5 
6.4.32 
7 .4.30 
8.4.(;7 
9.4~5 
10.4G3 
11.4;:;1 
L:;.417 . 
1 s .418 
14.417 
15.416 
16.415 
17.414 
305.52 
306.96 
308.41 
.)09. 65 
310.96 
311.94 
;31G • 91 
314.98 
314.4G 
315.11 
·31b. 80 
.316.:36 
316.86 
H 
• 514 
.802 
.896 
1.037 
1.~78 
1.5~1 
2-009 
1.764 
2-499 
·3 .486 
5.077 
5 .• 468 
6.461 
7.456 
8.450 
11.4.)6 
14.425 
H 
77°K 
230 ·25 .228 
G41.92 .412 
245.15 • 517 
250.20 .b41 
254.96 .561 
259.16 • 572 
265.50 .579 
:c..62. 74 .592 
270.60 .611 
277.69 • 6-'36 
282.77 .666 
287.51 • 701 
~~1.29 • 74 ~ 
294 •. )2 • 786 
297 ·26 .829 
.)04 .81 .919 
:no. 7'3 .916 
1·057 
1.150 
1.24L1 
1. '340 
1.4.)5 
1.5.31 
2.015 
2.504 
5.467 
8.446 
11.4.30 
14.422 
17.420 
90°K 
11.627 
47.600 
72.116 
85.972 
100.927 
122 . ?9 
146.42 
16'3.26 
12-'3. 2'3 
196.48 
207.55 
215.5~ 
219.40 
221.61 
227.16 
2)2.90 
234 . 9'3 
2·3G.46 
243.32 
~46.~9 
24~ .47 
~51.22 
~5-3. 50 
.(;62.25 
26 G .o9 
G86 •. 32 
1;.:99. 56 
·308 •. )5 
112. 22 
'313.45 
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Table 2· (Continued) 
H () H H 
100°K J.05°K J.10°K 
.492 4.076 .24 4.176 .49 ~.41 
.740 5.6c.3 ·.49 4.009 .74 4.56 
.986 ?.4~9 .?4 5.664 .99 5.77 
1.085 a .. :s1o .99 ? .19.'3 1•G4 6.98 
lol8S 9o418 l.;c} 8.81~ 1.48 8.56 
1.~81 10.4.30 1.48 10.595 1.71 9.89 
1 • .3.30 10.952 1.7.3 I 12.497 1.98 11.45 
1 •. )?9 11.535 1·82 1~.625 2·2~ 13.25 
lo4G? 1~.15:G 1.92 14.657 2.47 15.28 
1.4?6 12.916 2.02 15.720 2.72 18.10 
1.525 1-3.701 2·12 17.051 2.81 19.68 
1.57..5 14.504 2·1 7 17.886 2.\36 20.52 
1.6~1 15.445 2·22 18.81'5 2.91 21.51 
i.669 16.629 2.26 19.777 2.96 22.76 
1.717 17.916 2·31 20.894 3.01 2·'3 .97 
1.764 19.457 2· ·36 22·1~1 3.05 .25.o6 
1.809 22·278 2.41 21.766 :3.10 22.~2 
1.832 36.667 2.45 25.816 .3 .14 ~4 .1 7 
1.847 50.321 2.49 31.095 .) .16 47.52 
1.880 64.79 0 2·54 .)4 .43? .).18 6:::..21 
1.896 8-3.351 2.54 59.717 3.21 ?5.?0 
1.899 108.729 ::::.55 78.823 .) .i,;4 84.::;:7 
1· ~316 126.605 2.5? 94.B61 .3 ·25 110.50 
1.9.)0 145.889 2.60 105.869 .3.26 127.60 
1.950 16·5.387 2.60 133.256 3.29 1·39. '52 
1.9?0 179.042 2.62 152.212 3.29 165.66 
... 1. 9 C.~3 19 5. 583 2.64 168.556 =3.32 180.68 
::;:.018 G06.646 2.66 181.665 3 •. 34 195.87 
c..056 21·3. 026 2.68 199.015 3.~6 208.54 
~.099 216.94 2.71 209.265 3.40 216.02 
1.:.·183 ~20. ·'318 2·75 216.946 3.44 221.56 
2. !:>48 244.468 2·79 220.521 .3.48 226.49 
c..317 G34 .05:C 2.83 225.270 ~.52 229.81 
3.504 267.841 2.88 229.~42 3.57 231.45 
5.466 288.735 3·06 240.004 3.79 ~4?.46 
8.445 2':j~.746 ,). 54 251.113 4 .o.J 255.58 
11.440 ~02.762 2.97 234.46 4. 51 266 .48 
14.4.37 304.466 4.49 276.45 5.49 277.99 
17.4).3 .306.64' 5.47 285.59 8.47 289.01 
8.45 295.39 11.46 292.93 
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Table 2· (Continued) 
H H H 
l20°K l30°K l40°K 
.991 4.825 .992 4.490 .99:3 3.907 
1.48? 6.962 lo488 6-220 1.98? ?.021 
~.4?9 11.428 1.985 8.045 2.981 10.271 
~.975 1·.3. ?62 2.482 99.905 3.9?5 13.669 
:3.2~2 cr5. 046 2.978 11.?91 4.472 15.271 
3.4?0 16. 512 3.474 rs.??6 4.968 17.212 
3.?16 18.269 :3.971 15. A42 5.465 19.078 
3.815 19.04? 4.467 1?.922 5.961 21.178 
4o011 21-116 4.9612 /20.655 6.456 23.611 
4.~05 24.:302 5.454 24.984 6.555 :::4.371 
4. 25.3 25.269 5.696 29.325 6.654 25.103 
4.:549 2?.?23 5 .?91 .31.994 6.850 26.742 
4.440 3Go369 5.884 '35.8'33 6.948 27.908 
4.480 3B.Oc2 5.9c2 4.£:..18'3 ? .14.) ·'30. 805 
4.511 48.082 5.964 46.487 ?.239 )3.122 
4.538 60.8::::5 6.001 5'3. 5'30 ?.334 '35.850 
4. 60.3 106-42 6.033 6'3.395 ?.426 40.020 
4.67Z 1b0.16 6.059 ?6.155 7.4?0 4) .1 ~0 
4.681 1?2..52 6.08) 90.895 7.511 48.190 
4.890 221.40 6.110 10.G.882 ?.54E3 54.993 
5.086 23.3.67 6.1.36 115.851 ?.582 63.696 
5 •. 300 24 5 .15 6.156 1.31.9?2 ?.611 ?5 •. )52 
5.b3? i:::50. c5 6.1?8 146.756 ?.641 85.807 
8.490 /2?5. 5.3 6.203 160.??1 ?.668 98.539 
11.480 "81.11 6.611r:l 209.964 ?.694 111.1.)0 
14 .4?5 283.59 8.528 ;:;54.984 7.?20 1~4. 59 
17 .4?.) £::.85.00 11.508 265.753 ?.746 137.31 
14.501 259.628 7.802 1f1.:::4 
1?.497 ~71.627 7.888 1?1.98 
8-143 192.9? 
8.614 208.69 
11.550 24). 51 
14.535 251.56 
17.b28 255.07 
4~ 
Table 2· (Continued) 
H 6'" H H 
1o0°K 170°K 175°K 
.993 3.640 .992 4.144 .991 4.588 
1.988 6.489 1.986 7.442 1.983 9.087 
2.98:G 9.506 2-980 10.888 2.976 12.804 
3.977 12-565 3.97.3 14.4?1 3.968 1 ?.187 
4.9?1 15. ?.35 4.967 18.110 4.960 21. ?93 
Oo96b 19.080 5.960 22.002 5.953 26.915 
6.958 22·495 6.952 26.011 6.940 32.?00 
?.950 Z6.?58 ?.944 ,Jo .409 7.926 40.031 
8.444 30.488 8.934 35.434 8.902 5). 21? 
8.688 33.6?~ 9.429 .38.349 9 •. 392 58.614 
8.?85 35.212 9.922 42-167 9.884 62.770 
8·881 37.295 10.411 47.89? 10.261 66.560 
8.929 38.451 10.508 49.510 10.8?0 70.211 
8.9?6 39.792 . 10.604 51.692 11.363 7 .~ .840 
9 .oc::.J 41.?6? 10.699 54.48.3 11.462 74.4 59 
9.069 43.?71 10.792 58. ·323 11. €160 75.900 
9.113 4?.141 10.8?6 6? ·1 77 11.85? ?7 .28.3 
9.154 52-0i::.;::. 10.916 72.61'3 12.845 8 -~ .985 
9.193 58.030 10. 95? ??.406 1'3.832 90.838 
9.;6~7 66 • . 303 10.999 81.656 15.808 104 0 08 
9.260 ?5.48? 11· 046 8 3. 3:34 1?.?85 116.49 
9.290 86.267 11.139 8?.194 
9. 3~1 96.894 11.2:33 90.248 
9.471 151.188 11 •. 329 92.471 
" 9. 690 167.856 11.814 100.365 
10.64.3 192. ?8 3 1:3. ?59 119. :390 
11.62.3 i..:04.180 15. ?5:3 i .) .3. :)52 
13.595 218.99 17.730 145.857 
15.5?8 228. ·38 
1?. 569 232.85 
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Table 2. ' (Continued) 
H H H 
l80°K 215~ 255°K 
.99 5.417 .996 2·072 .998 1.154 
1.98 10.301 1.993 3.826 1.996 2.102 
2·97 15.061 2.990 5.518 2.994 3.141 
.).96 19.944 3.987 7.270 3.992 4.101 
4.95 24.864 4.983 9.0~5 4.990 5.090 
5.94 29.858 5.980 10.796 5.989 6.076 
6.94 ·35.816 6.9?7 12.548 6.987 7.052 
7.92 39.87? ?.9?4 14 •. 30? ?.985 8.061 
8.91 45.01? 8.970 16.094 8.98'3 9.02? 
9.90 50.211 9.96? 1?.903 9.981 10.069 
10.89 55. 4~9 10.963 19.706 10. 9?9 11.081 
11-88 60. 594 11.960 81.514 11.9?8 12.089 
12-87 65.556 1i.: .95? i23.262 12.976 1~.0?7 
13.86 ?0. ?54 13.904 c;5.064 1·'3. 974 14.092 
14.8;:; 75.941 14.950 26.866 14.9?2 15.112 
15.84 8~.985 15.94? 26.614 15.9?0 16.098 
16 .8.S 8 5.814 16.944 .)0.357 16.968 17.083 
17.8G 90. ?19 1 ?.940 3::..146 17.966 18.095 
330°K 
.999 .622 
1.998 1.135 
:G. 99 7 1.649 
3.996 2·195 
4.:::95 2.?75 
5.994 3.300 
6.993 3.8 33 
7.992 4.342 
8.991 4.907 
8.8~0 5.443 
10.889 5.994 
11.988 6.534 
1G .98? 7.066 
1·3. 986 ?.605 
14.98b 8.160 
1b.~84 8.690 
16.98 3 9.2~2 
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Table 3. Experimental data for the a-~xie cryetel near 
the Neel point 
H () H H 
169 .5°K l7l.0°K 0 172.:3 K 
2 1.93 2 8.18 2 8. 56 
4 15-60 4 16.24 4 17.23 
6 23.84 6 . 25.35 6 26.97 
8 :.53. 55 8 36.53 8 40.24 
l~ 97.35 12 89.27 12 82.98 
i73. 7°K l75.6°K 
2 9.08 2 10.17 
4 18.10 4 20.76 
6 29.94 6 T3.87 
8 46.46 8 45.97 
l~ ?7.50 12 ?0.7? 
.I 
